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Abstract
In this paper, we propose the use of image feature points for
the classification of shoeprint images in a forensic setting.
These feature points are quantified using wavelet maxima
points extracted from a nonorthogonal wavelet decomposition
of the shoeprint images. Wavelet transforms have been
shown to be an effective analysis tool for image indexing,
retrieval and characterization. This effectiveness is mainly
attributed to the ability of the latter transforms to capture well
the spatial information and visual features of the analyzed
images using only few dominant subband coefficients.
In this work, we propose the use of a nonorthogonal
multiresolution representation to achieve shift-invariance. To
reduce the content redundancy, we limit the feature space
to wavelet maxima points. Such dimensionality reduction
enables compact image representation while satisfying the
requirements of the "information-preserving" rule. Based on
the wavelet maxima representations, we suggest the use of a
variance-weighted minimum distance measure as the similarity
metric for image query, retrieval, and search purposes. As
a result, each image is indexed by a vector in the wavelet
maxima moment space. Finally, performance results are
reported to illustrate the robustness of the extracted features in
searching and retrieving of shoeprint images independently of
position, size, orientation and image background.
1 Introduction
Recent developments in forensic science have resulted in large
numbers of crime scene images being collected for recording
and analysis. Shoeprint images are no exception. Bodziak [1]
indicates that shoeprint evidence from crime scenes is more
frequently present than fingerprints. In Daubert rulings [21, the
US Court upholds, as a general principle, the relevance and
reliability of the "science" of footwear impression evidence in
criminal cases generally. Girod [31 suggests that 30% of the
burglary scenes provide valid evidence and usable shoeprints.
Also, 35% of the scenes of crime present shoeprint traces
that can be used as scientific evidence in forensic science
as reported in a study conducted in several jurisdictions in
Switzerland. However, to increase the reliability of decision
making in such forensic settings and assist the forensic
specialist in his/her duties, there must be an effective and
precise framework for searching, browsing, querying, and
interacting with these important collections and such processes
are expected to be carried out in a timely manner. In response
to these concerns, systems, known as QBIC (Query By Image
Content) [4], have been recognized as a potential solution for
this fast-growing "digital forensic world". In this paper, we
propose the use of image feature points for the classification
of shoeprint images in a forensic setting. These feature points
are quantified using wavelet maxima points extracted from
nonorthogonal wavelet decomposition of the shoeprint images.
The paper organization is as follows. Section 11 describes
the basic components of the proposed shoeprint retrieval
system. Mathematical details about the nonorthogonal wavelet
transform are given. Also, the distance metrics used in this
work are described. In Section III, we present the performance
results for the shoeprint retrieval system in the presence of
various image alterations and manipulations such as additive
white Gaussian noise (AWGN), Wiener/median filtering,
JPEG compression, scaling and rotation. Conclusions and
future work directions are drawn in Section IV.
2 The Shoeprint Retrieval System
A nonorthogonal multiresolution decomposition is used
to extract the wavelet maxima [5]. The resulting image
decomposition is redundant since the latter decomposition does
not involve downsampling after each decomposition stage.
Fig. I shows the decomposition and reconstruction structures
of nonorthogonal wavelet transforms. For illustration
purposes, we show, in Fig. 2, the approximation subbands
of a shoeprint image after three decomposition levels using
both types of decompositions (orthogonal and nonorthogonal).
Nonorthogonal wavelet transforms are known for their ability
to capture the salient signal features (for both ID and 2D
signals) as detailed in [5]. Image edges can be efficiently
quantified using such transforms.
2.1 Wavelet Maxima Representation
In order to preserve the shift-invariance property, wavelet
maxima representations are used for their ability to adapt the
sampling scheme by translating the sampling grid when the
processed input is translated [5]1. Borrowing the underlying
principles of Cannys' multiresolution edge detector algorithm,
let's define two wavelet functions that are partial derivatives of
a two-dimensional smoothing function O(x, y) [5]:
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Figure 1: Nonorthogonal wavelet transform. (a)
Decomposition stage. (b) Reconstruction stage.
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Figure 2: Nonorthogonal wavelet decomposition of a shoeprint
image. (a) Shoeprint image. (b) Approximation subband using
orthogonal decomposition. (c) Approximation subband using
nonorthogonal decomposition.
V), (XY)= o (XY) and V,' (x, y) = a (X, Y) ()
Thn h wvlttansor ofteipti age ,y),a
scale s = 24 has the following two components:
147" (S. u, v) = (x, y)ipl (x - u, y - v) dxdy (2)
A' (s; u., v) = arctan K " (S; u, V)) (5)
Hu Moments of Wavelet Maxima Points: Before applying
the similarity metric defined below, we need to find a more
compact representation for the extracted wavelet maxima
points since the latter characterize a rather "scattered'
representation. Invariant image moments are such compact
mapping. Image moments have been widely used in pattern
recognition applications to represent the shapes of different
objects [6]. However, it is worth noting that such moment
invariants should not be computed in the same way as with
image objects. This difference is mainly attributed to the dense
nature of the wavelet maxima points along curves rather than
regions [6]. The (p + q)th-order wavelet maxima moment of
the image IJ(x, y) is defined as [6]:
mpq= 3 uvM suv, p, q=0,1, 2.... (6)
(it i) EM'
where A41 denotes the set of all wavelet maxima points of a
given image at scale s = 2i. A similar relation to Eq. 6 can
be defined using the angle A' (s; u, v) instead of the modulus
M' (8; u7 1)). However, the moment relation, Eq. 6, contains
already the information about the direction of the gradient
vectors of the image I(x, y). Shift-invariance is guaranteed by
centralizing the wavelet maxima points to their center of mass
(Vj, F') where Vj = 'ý and V~ - m~. Therefore, Eq. 6 can
be rewritten as:
I1pq = E (uý8P~J)q AII (8 ; UJY)
(it,v) EM'
p, q = 0, 1, 2,...
YI, (s; u., v)-i: :Ix.y ( u, y -v) dxdy (3)
(7)
The moments, defined in Eq. 7. can be further normalized by,
JM5 I the number of the points in the set M' and their spread
factor V920 + /02 as follows:
where W,,, (s; ui. v) and TI' (s; u, v) are the wavelet
coefficients at location point (u, 7)) in the x-channel and
y-channel components at scale s, respectively. Mallat and
Zhong [5] show that the two components given in Eqs. 2-3
are proportional to the coordinates of the gradient vector of
I~x, y) smoothed by 0, (x, y). The modulus and phase of the
wavelet transform are given by:
All, (S;u, v) = 0w (S; U. V)12 + I W1 (s;U, V) 12 (4)
I M 11
%lq__
+_ .2 )'
(8)
Finally, to account for rotation-invariance, we propose to use
seven invariant moments up to the third order as defined
in [6] for each decomposition level. Since we are using
4 decomposition levels and 7 invariant moments for each
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scale, feature vector consisting of 28 elements will be used
in the computation of the similarity metric defined below.
Fig. 3 illustrates the reason behind setting the maximum
decomposition level to 4. As illustrated, Fig. 3-(b) indicates
that the wavelet maxima points at decomposition level 4 retain
most of the image contours unlike those at level 5 where some
of the edges are lost.
XiCk if jjx - rk11 is minimum, (9)
where 1x,, - rkII is the distance defined between xi and rk.
In [61, Lin and Venetsanopoulos propose a new weighted
nminmum distance metric. Based on the Euclidean distance,
they define:
(10)= w2 - (k) )
j=1
(a) (b) (C)
Figure 3: (a) Shoeprint image. (b) Wavelet maxima at
decomposition level 4. (b) Wavelet maxima at decomposition
level 5.
2.2 Similarity Metric
A central concept to the classification of features extracted
from shoeprint images is the selection of the appropriate
distance measure. A good and intuitive selection of such
metric is an essential step towards a successful shoeprint image
classification system. Let the data set X = {1X, X2 , '* , Xn I C
R' be a subset of the real rn-dimensional vector space R"'
Each element xi is called a feature vector and xij represents
the j-th feature of the observation x.,. Also, all the pattemns to
be classified belong to the set X. The distance between patterns
xi and x3 is defined as a real-valued function d : X xX -*ýR+
such that [6]:
1) d(xi, xj) =dij3 Ž07 2) dij 0 iff xi 1= j
3) dij = dji 4) dij :5 dik + djk
Many distance functions have been proposed in the literature
[6]. Most of these functions can be cast into two broad classes:
1) probabilistic distance metrics and 2) nonprobabilistic
metrics. Probabilistic class includes metrics such as the
Bhattacharyya and divergence distances. Such distances are
usually used as an information measure of feature effectiveness
such that the selected features based on distance criteria will
minimize indirectly the probability of misrecognition [61.
Nonprobabilistic distances , such as the Euclidean, the city
block (Manhattan), Minkowski, Czekanowski, Hausdorff and
Mahalanobis distances are used to measure the dissimilarity
between two feature vectors. Minimum distance metrics are
defined for measuring the distances between the input feature
vector and a set of reference vectors in the feature space. Let's
define c reference vectors ri, r2, -- rc with ri associated
with the pattern class ci. A minimum distance metric, with
respect to rl, r 2 ,~ - . r~, would classify the input pattern xi as
belonging to Ck, i.e. [6]:
where w()is the weight for associated with the attribute
((k)
class k. In [61, two constraints are imposed on the weight wjk)
l) w~k)Ž>0 2 ) W (k) 1
and w (k) remains valid due to the first constraint and the seconda
one implies that the j-th dimension is weighted in an arithmetic
proportion to the other features according to the constant sum.
Lin and Venetsanopoulos [61 define w()as:3
W(k) _ 1
Cr2(k)
j*
(11)
where a,~k is the variance of the j-th feature of class k. Such
achoice for w(k) enables to distribute small relative weights to
features with large variances and large weights are assigned to
those features with small variances. Such weight distribution
has the effect of equalizing the importance of each feature
vector within the same class.
3 Simulation Results
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed
method in the query-by-example approach. Experiments were
conducted to assess the system performance using the full
shoeprint images. The original database consists of 31 medium
and low quality shoeprint images. To evaluate the shift-, scale-
and rotation-invariance of the selected features, each shoeprint
image in the database, a class of 11 images was constructed
by randomly rotating, scaling and pasting that image into a
randomly selected background. The scaling factor is a uniform
random variable between 0.5 and 1. The pasting position
was randomly selected such that the resulting shoeprint
image would entirely fit inside the background image. The
background images are selected from a set of wooden, soil and
snow texture images of size 256 x 256. Thus, the database
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contains 341, 256 x 256 grey-level shoeprint images. Each
image in the database was used in the query in order to retrieve
the other 10 relevant ones. To illustrate the thresholding effect,
Fig. 4 shows the performance of the shoeprint class retrieval
(31 classes) using 100%, 60% and 30% of the wavelet maxima
points. It is clear that the proposed system is able to correctly
classify the shoeprint classes though the percentage of the
maximal points drops drastically from 100% to 30%. This
robustness is contributed to the projection property of wavelet
maxima representation [5]. In Fig. 5, we report the retrieval
results for a specific target shoeprint image (image No. 34).
As expected, the system yields the smallest metric distance
(i.e.. highest match) for the query image. Finally, to illustrate
the robustness of the proposed system against specific image
alterations such as cropping and compression, Fig. 6 shows
the retrieval results for the same target image using the upper
half part only. Though, the system does not yield the smallest
metric for the target image, it succeeds to classify the target as
the top-second match.
Figure 4: Effect of maxima points' thresholding.
Feature inde,
Figure 5: Similarity metric for the classification of shoeprint
feature No. 34.
4 Conclusions
In this paper, we have developed a wavelet-based shoeprint
image retrieval system that is characterized by high robustness
in searching and retrieving shoeprint images independently of
position, size, orientation and image background. In order to
preserve the shift-invariance property, the proposed system is
based on a nonorthogonal wavelet decomposition. However,
such a solution is achieved at the expense of increased
information redundancy. Therefore, efficient dimensionality
reduction is required. Indeed, we compact the multiresolution
Figure 6: Similarity metric for the classification the shoeprint
feature No. 34 using only its upper half part.
representations by constructing feature vectors dependent
only on the geometric moments of wavelet maxima points.
The obtained representation results in a compact, shift-,
rotation-, scale-invariant feature set. Finally, as a possible
future extension of the present work, a robust perceptual image
hashing scheme may be developed using wavelet maxima as
feature points for the construction of perceptually robust hash
strings.
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